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ABSTRACT 
Manicheanism was one of two important movements (other mazdak) of sassanid era,was in 
iran that appears in the early third century AD and from the beginnig it was met with 
opposition in the traditional zoarostrain.This regulation shortly on a range of global time 
zones like the Middle East, Europe, Egypt, India and China and central Asia shadow unfolds 
and by the tenth century was still retain its universal power then gradually reduce its 
pandemic. Manichaean religion thirteenth to the seventieth centuries in the south of China 
for ever disappeared althought the days have gone manichaeanism of century wich isnot 
other followers but its undeniable unfluence of Islamic and Christion can de recoverd. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Althought the history of religious and ideological manichaeanism tragic history of oppresson by the 

dominate religions such as Zoroastrian and Christion grey. The unique colloction of human effort to final the 

truth and the nature of the pious man who never does not bow down under the old thinkers. Mani believed that 

his wisdom all the wisdom of the previous astract.Its more or less in the teaching of all the prophet of God can 

be seen. Mani death his fallowers though developed in different territories. Mani was very broad field of 

development of the profession and procedures so that the East from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic coast and in 

the West seemed to start. Mani religion in the Roman Empire in North Africa and in Transoxania the land of 

China for his fallowers and continued to exist until the thirteenth century in Turkistan. 

 

The aftermath of the death of Mani: 

 Its believed that many fallowers of Mani efforts for universal all the time they were known religious 

traditions as a result many false Christion treatieses such as applied Thomas maintains that otherwise might go 

through some retail therapy tendecy in Turkish Yighur writing a book that is in the Turfan is Avryghurryan 803 

Ad. khans reign and three magistrate mani oriented tribute to senior cleric sent to Mumbai(Manfered 

Hoter,1991,P76).Hoever this historical fact cannot be denied that were oriented Avryghurryan Mani.(mohesn 

Abollghasemi,1991,p30).Grey hound uighur historical Ibn Nadim says avyghur khan effort to highlight cult 

Mani in his kingdom(Ibn Nadim,1986,P76).Some researches have found that thought themselves clever Manis 

impact on Christion thought in discussing the conflict of good and evil and satan obviously(Ali 

Hosori,1981,p87) ST.Agustine in the forth century AD and later his works written in defense of Christioanitys 

most impotrtant revenue was Manichaean for nine years in his famous book City of God and City of World that 

rejects idias of Mani is evident by the impact of ideas Manichaeanism importance and influence in this century 

the Pope in Rome center Roman Empror Constantine in 326 AD that issued an edict against the peapole of 

innovation in the year 327 AD Valentine Manichaeanism away from the social rights and for the winners of 

Manichaean execution and exite Mani religion came to China in the late seventh century AD. In the tenth 

century the religions head of the Babylon Manichaeanism moved to Samarkand and from a series of secret 

believe Toaist and Buddist fallowers released and the vow is fond(naseh nategh,1967,p73)perfect in every 

country that broke the basic elements of religion and religious institution in the country to remaind the current 

and thus that Manichaeanism to Zoroastrianism in Persia to Zoroastrianism in India and in China Buddha and 
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the Christian West to close it is clever that religion is the common denominator of all religions Mani is religious 

Gnvsysm(hans yovakhim clim kant,1994,p71) In the twelfth century AD during a terrible fire Cathar defence 

the majority of the fallowers of christion sect Gnvsysty Catharyism many that was expressed by the church were 

burned alive when the fire left it seems that the rest of the movement continues to exist as Catharyism in France 

Qnz.(kambrige,1997,p444) Mani and his successors for the expansion of religion in all societies and among all 

classes and to productivity in the country in general and the people of religion and promate religion they wrote 

so on his writing s and his fallowers languages Middle Persion Parthian, Sagdian, Turkish, Uyghur and 

remained(Hoseyn,tofighi,1996,p62)Unlike traditional Sassanid era Manichaeanism common oral tradition had 

tittle attention but tather had insisted on writing literature because in this way it could spread the teachings of 

rainfed and promaters have also talked more measured.(perdos octor,shrov,1992,p119)Mani and the training of 

those he had just writing attention ordination errors of carelessness own perception that side effects can be seen 

in the writings of the Manichaeanism reader to pay more attention to the next or to the personal taste of the 

active illumination and painting that is why in Persian literature not only as painter andillu strator known 

religion scholar collection.(Ahmad tafazali,1987,p43)Aftar Manis death his successors and fallowers were 

subject to abuse and forced Iran to Eastern, Turkistan and fled China after a period of continued 

objections.(Hasan taghizade,1989,P12)The thirteen to seventeeth centuries religion probably stay forever 

disappeared in Southern China.(Ehsan yarshater,1991,p36)So been Mandaen religion is the religion of 

Manichaeanism closest living in Khuzestan province are believed.(Mohammd javad,mashkor,1991,p89) 

 

Religious leadership after mani: 

 Manis religion was common first appeared in the reign of Shapur 1 Sassanid Iran for thirty years and it was 

great to welcom religion(Hasan,taghizade,1989,p174) Then Manichaean missionaries were speared in Plastine 

and Egypt and after he stay in countries Turkmenistan ,India and China then traveled to the teaching of their 

religion in the land of Mesopotamia also promoted (Yosef,fazayi,2001,1569)But after the death of mani was 

prevented from spreading his religion in Iran but his fallowers were promoting it to hide the center of religion 

and spirituality in Babylon and Ctesiphon was it places his statements were the Manichaean missionaries in 

other countries were leading fallowers of the religion thus after the founder of the religion of Mani the area has 

seen an ever expanding and disseminating the sevnth century in Iran especially Khorasan and Transoxania the 

ancient Turkestan was developed (Abolghasem,esmaiel por,1375,13)After returning Mani to Iran and his death, 

stay in the lead of two of his fallowers Sisinnios and Gabriabosinnaios was fight and won Sisinnios and until his 

death in 291 AD had been leading the congration Manichaen. Sisinnios apparently after ten years in office and 

the leadership was killed and hanged.Anynayvs his successor led the congregation to fallow them back in time 

Manichaen Hormoz ll in responsible for.(Mahshid,mirfakhrayi,1993,p17) Sisinnios able to provide an 

alleranative Aynayvs if Manichaeanism peace and tranquility until the persecution Manichaeanism cuntinued 

during the second Hormoz.(Omid behbahani,1994,p117)At the end of the sixth century AD Transoxania 

Manichaen community led by Imam Shad Homazd leadership and caliphate of Babylons claim to independence 

Shadhrmazd , Manichaenism was one of the greatest preachers and saint as far as the date of birth and death 

after therapy to date the orgin Manichaeanism the congregation Dynavaran to the early eight century under the 

reigh of the Babylonian religious independence from the center were read preserred at this time the individual 

leadership and cliphate ended the leader of central Asia was adopted. (710-740). (Mahshid, 

mirfakhrayi.1993,p18) Many sallowers of Byzantine territories, Saudi Arabia and the far East where Mani 

center was founded fled Manichaeanism.(Jouzef,vishofer,1992,p251)According to the tradition Manichaeanism 

when Mani, Aynayvs next caliph was successful king dangerous disease treated with Hira Arab victory the king 

Nrsy believed that the behavior is calmly before the situation improved temporarily but during the reign of 

Jupiter ll the son of Nrsy harassment renued.(Omid,behbahani,1994,p118)In iran after Islam torture and killings 

continued in the years 166to170 Manichaeanism the slaughter reached is peak (Arseshir, khodadadian, 1996, 

p1665) 

 

Manichaean sects and survivors of these regulation: 

 Manichaean religion because the dispersion and size of erea covered and also because it almost never was 

the official religion except for a short period of time the first Sassanid Shapur and Hormoz not supported and the 

direction has been under sever attack gradually become actual of several separate as a result lack of Manichaean 

religious leader in the middle ages that your massage will reach all showed Manichaeanism in Iran several sects 

of the religion came out that the most important Mazdak religion and religion was Dynavaran both branches of 

Manichaean religious know morever the effect of the Manichaean sect clear Khorramdin the same of the 

branches and some branches of Mannichaean tendency Mazdak know.(Saeed,nafisi,1997,p78)they have their 

religion were barrowed from Catharha .Catharha and albyzhvaha were two important Manichaean sect that has 

had numerous fallowers of the twelfth century AD in Southern France but the attacks on the Pope and the 

Roman catholic church and the civil wars of France becoming isolated and passibly in the next century 

disappeared.(Mmalek al shoara,bahar.1987,p99)Other denominations Manichaen religion Pvlysinha be noted 
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that Manichaean tendency that apparently had Christion the sect was founded in the seventh century AD by 

Armenions it seems to the Ottoman Empire and the beginning of the eighteenth century in this country still has 

fallowers Pvysynha then fled to Austria and in that area the name and hovers disappeared.(hans yovakhim,clim 

kant,1994,p78) 

 

Iranian manichaeanism and internal barriers: 

 The inscription Krtyr located in the Kaaba of Zoaroaster Manichaeanism called Zndyk tittle in days after 

the victory of the Muslims they were given. the Zener:the term to distinguish the situation of all those who base 

their teachings rather than on his or interpretation of Avesta were given so should Mzdayy group or sect 

considered to come the Avesta a certain interpretation and interpretation arrive. (R.C Zaehner,1961,p176)As 

famous passage Dynkrt concluded the current militant acts Krtyr as high priest at the time of Bahram l and 

Bahram ll started to bring themselves the during the rieg of Khosrow l in the sixth century AD was still ongoing 

(A.V.W. Jackson2003,p230) 

 

Foreign opposition: 

 Outside of Iran in the territories of the Roman Empire, Manichaeanism was a professional Iraninan 

Emperor in the year 297 AD Dyklsyn an order addressed to the governer of Africa Jylyanus issued against 

Manichaeanism where heretics and open the Iranian and emanating from Iran is considered.( 

Kambrige,1997,P442) Zoroastrian religion of power in Iran the birthplace of the opposition to 

Manichaeanism,Manichaeanism paid even driving to murder the king was Mani. (Ahmad, tafazali, 1987, P166) 

Christianity in all its power range Manichaeanism to be excommanicated and even death warrant execution 

Manichaeanism in some periods of The conduct of the Abbasid which was the focus of power in Ancient iran 

also remains stead fast so that when a Zndyk in the Abbasid caliph Al Mehdi they ordered his to kill and 

sentenced to death by hanging. (Kaybaro, asmosen, bouyse, 368,p99) 

 

Conclusion: 

 After Manis death his fallowers were scattered in East and West of Iran that the West and the East to Itally 

and France was spread to China despite persecution by the Sassanian society Manichaeanism remained in Iraq 

after the victory of Islam Manichaeanism with the use of open space to promate plotical and ideogical thoughts 

and sentences evalated. Manichaeanism technology boom in writing to their proximity with the scribes and 

secretaried of state helped Abbasi. duolistic Manichaean ideas developed in the Islamic world and the Islamic 

nature open for their survival. underlies the development of Sufism in the Muslem community was.althought the 

arrival of Christion beliefs such as ideas Hellenistic and Hindi were also particularly effective since 

Manichaeanism free do of marriage and avoid the passions and detachment from matrial concerns and a world 

to com opproaching the Sufi faith was considered a way to spread Manichaen view. Manichiaeanism also to 

attractive fallowers mostly in the form of Suffism began publishing its ruling.in the early centuries of islamic 

intellectual life during the golden years helped survival. 
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